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ABSTRACT. For each integer p = 0, 1, 2 • • «and complex number 7, 

yP = 1 (7 = 1 for p = 0) we define an automorphism s* of the hyperfinite fac

tor of type II j , R. For any automorphism ex. of R there is a unique couple 

(p, 7) and a unitary v Œ R such that a is conjugate to Ad v o s^' Let RQ J be 

the tensor product of R by a 1^ factor. There is, up to conjugacy, only one 

automorphism 0^ of RQ J such that démultiplies the trace by A, provided \ i= 1. 

Introduction. The classification of type HI factors that we proposed in [2] 
relates isomorphism classes of type IIÎ  factors, X E ] 0, 1 [ with outer conjugacy 
classes of automorphisms of factors of type 11^. An obvious criticism to the 
value of such a relation is then the following: Is it possible to classify automor
phisms even for the simplest factor of type 11^, namely ,R0 x the tensor product 
of R9 the hyperfinite II1} by a 1^ factor. We answer this question in this paper, 
showing that for any X G ]0, 1 [ there is only one automorphism, up to con
jugacy, of R01 which multiplies the trace by X. The proof of this fact relies on 
the classification of automorphisms of the hyperfinite factor R (see Theorem 1) 
which in turn uses mainly the analogy between classical ergodic theory and er-
godic theory on a nonabelian von Neumann algebra. 

Automorphisms of the hyperfinite factor of type II x. Recall that if M is a 
factor and 0 G Aut M, one defines the outer period p0(d) as the period of 0 
modulo inner automorphisms (i.e. 6k G Int Af <* k Gp0(d)Z). Also the obstruc
tion of 6, noted y(d), is the root of unity in C such that (dP° = Ad v, v unitary 
in M) => d(v) = yv. Finally a and 0 E Aut M are outer conjugate iff 0 is conju
gate to the product of a by an inner automorphism. 

THEOREM 1. Two automorphisms a,$ofR are outer conjugate if and 
only ifp0(a) = p0(P) and y(o) = y($). 

In particular, any two aperiodic automorphisms a, j3 of R are outer con
jugate. This relies on an analogue of Rokhlin's theorem. In the case p0(a) =£ 0 
the proof uses the tensor product as a group structure on the set Br(Z/p, R) of 
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outer conjugacy classes of a's with p0(a) = p (see [5] ). For p ¥= 0 and y G C, 
yp = 1, there is, up to conjugacy, only one automorphism s^ of R with period p 

order y and invariants p, y. This automorphism s j has been described in [4] , 
[5] . For p = 0 we let s0 be the bilateral shift on R when R is written Z? = 
®vŒZ(Rt)v wthR1 isomorphic to R. 

Theorem 1 means that up to conjugacy any automorphism of R is the prod

uct of an sj, by an inner automorphism. 

COROLLARY 2. The group Out R = Aut R/lntR has no nontrivial normal 
subgroup. 

In particular the center of Out R is trivial, unlike for any type III factors 
[2, 1.2.8b]. 

Corollary 2 means that R cannot break in a significant and invariant way 
into simpler objects. 

COROLLARY 3. Let N be a finite von Neumann algebra generated by a 
hyperfinite von Neumann subalgebra P and a unitary U, UPU* = P, then N is 
hyperfinite. 

One shows, using Theorem 1, that any automorphism a of P generates the 
same full group [2, 1.5.4] as an automorphism 0 such that for some increasing 
sequence of finite dimensional subalgebras Kv, v G N, of P one has j3(ATy) = 
Kv for all v, and U ~ = 1 ^ y dense in P. Then one replaces U,Ad U/P = a by a 
unitary V G N such that Ad VfP = 0. 

With Corollary 3 one can then prove a result, due to Golodets when N is 

properly infinite (see [6] ). 

COROLLARY 4. Let P be a hyperfinite von Neumann algebra and G a solv
able group ofunitaries in L(H) such that vPv* = P for all u G G; then (P UG)" is 
hyperfinite. 

In particular, any representation of a solvable group generates a hyperfinite 
von Neumann algebra. 

Automorphisms of the known hyperfinite factor of type 11^. Let TV be a 
factor of type H^, r a faithful semifinite normal trace on N9 6 G Aut N; then we 
call the unique X G R* such that r ° 6 — XT the module of 0: X = mod 6. 

THEOREM 5. Let R01 = R ® L(H) be the known hyperfinite factor of 
type 11^. For any X G ƒ?*, X ¥= 1, there is up to conjugacy only one 0 G 
Aut R01 with module equal to X. 

Also, two automorphisms a, ]3 or R0 x with module equal to 1 are outer 
conjugate iff they have the same outer period and the same obstruction. 

COROLLARY 6. An automorphism 0 G Aut R0 x is a commutator 0 = 
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afa-ifi-i for a, j3 E Aut R0 x if and only if its module is equal to 1. 

COROLLARY 7. Let M be a factor of type IIIX and M = W*(9, N) its dis-
crete decomposition [2, Theorem 4.4.1]. Then M is isomorphic to Powers fac
tor Rx iffN is isomorphic to RQl. 
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